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Introduction 

The present paper represents the second installment of my edition and 

annotated translation of Raghunatha's Akhyatavada. In the first 

installment， Wada [2015a]， 1 discussed the various editions and 

commentaries of the text， its general content， and the different 

Sanskrit titles that have been assigned it. There 1 provided a division 

of the text into eleven parts (A through K)， which is given below.1 
The present paper deals with Parts A， B， C， and D. As noted in Wada 
[2015a: 41]， 1 have provided in the brackets the page and line numbers 

of the S2 edition due to its being the basis for my edition of 

Raghunatha's text， those of the K edition due to its popularity among 

modern scholars， and those of the S edition due to its easy availability. 

A. The General View of Old Nyaya 

(S2， p. 1，3-6; K， pp. 867-876，1; S， pp. 1-2) 

B. The General View ofNew Nyaya 

(S2， p. 1，7-12; K， pp. 876，1-888，1; S， p. 3) 

C. The MImarp.sa Refutation of Nyaya 
(S2，pp.1，13-2，5; K，pp. 888，1-903，3; S，pp. 5-7) 

D. The Old and New Nyaya Refutation of the MImarp.sa View 
(S2， p. 12か13;K， pp. 903，3-909，1; S， p. 8) 

1 As the present project proc田 ds，the titl巴ofeach Part may be slightly changed， as 
noted in Wada [2015a: 41]. In this paper I have changed the previous titles of Part C: 
“The MlmaQlsa Refutation of Old Nyaya"， P紅 tF:“Th巴N巴wNya町yaRefutation of the 
Va引iy亘karaJ)aVi民ew"，and Part J上:
ers"gi討V巴閲ninWa叫da叫[2加01目5:刈42勾] 
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T.WADA 

E. The Vaiyakaral)a View 

(S2， p. 2，14-30; K， pp. 909，1-924，1; S， pp. 9-11) 

F. The Nyaya Refutation of the Vaiyakaral)a View 

(S2， pp. 2，31-3，12; K， pp. 924，1-939，2; S， pp. 12-14) 

G. The Old Nyaya View on the Verbal Understanding of a Passive 

Sentence 
(S2， p. 3，13-20; K， pp. 939，2-942，4; S， p. 15) 

H. The New Nyaya View on the Verbal Understanding of a 
Passive Sentence and the krt Suffix for the Agent or Object 

(S2， p. 3，21-5，19; K， pp. 942，5-990; S， pp. 16-29) 

1. The View of the Followers of Mandana Misra 
(S2， pp. 5，20-6，15; K， pp. 991-1006，2; S， pp. 30-34，1) 

J. The Nyaya Refutation of乱l.al)clana's Followers 

(S2， p. 6，15-17; Kヲpp.1006ヱー1007;S， p. 34，2-4) 

K. The View of the Prabhakara School and Its Refutation 

(S2， p. 6，18-21; K， pp. 1008-1009; S， 35) 

In this list ‘Old Nyaya' refers to not only Nyaya before Gangesa but 
also Gangesa hirnself， and ‘New Nyaya'， to Nyaya after hirn and 
Raghunatha hirnself.2 In the following translation of Raghunatha's 

text， the sirnilar interpretation should be adopted to‘Old Naiyayika' 
and ‘New Naiyayika'. 

2 Part A， for examp1e， includes the views of 01d Nyaya and Gangesa， which is 
巴xp1ainedin the footnote to the trans1ation ofPart A. Ingalls [1951: 5] states“Because of 
the origina1ity of Raghunatha's work， many Indian use the term Navya-nyaya on1y of him 
and his followers". One of th巴 groundsfor Ingalls' statem巴ntwill be Raghunatha's usage 
of the teロns'Old' (prac) or‘N巴w'(navya). It is obvious that those terms are re1ative1y 
emp10y巴din the Navya-nyaya texts. The t巴rmNavya-nyaya， on the other hand， is not 
re1ative1y used in papers or books of modern scho1ars. For巴xamp1e，Ingalls [1951: 5] 
山田 itto refer to Gangesa and his followers， whi1巴 Ihave used for Naiyayikas after 
Udayana's period and designated the Naiyayikas between Udayana's and Gangesa's 
periods as ear1y Navya-naiyayikas. Gan巴ri[2013: 56-57] points out that in the sixt巴enth
and seventeenth c巴nturiesphi10sophers are willing to describe themse1ves as new; he 
reports the terms used by Mahadeva PUl)atamakara (ca. 17th cent.) to denote the new 
such as navya (n巴w)，navyaωra (new巴r)，navfna (modern)， atinavzna (v巴rymodern)， 
adhunika (contemporaires) 
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THE AKHYATAVADA OF RAGHUNλTHA SIROMA~I (2) 

Basic Concepts3 

(a) akhyata 

The word akhyata has two meanings: the finIte verb and the personal 
ending of the finite verb (tiN suffix).4 Gange旬'sargument with the 

MImarnsa and Grammarian schools is confined to an analysis of the 

second of these two meanings. Unless otherwise specified， the 

suffixes he discusses are those used in the active voice and the present 
tense. He discusses the meaning of verbal suffixes used in the passive 

voice in Parts F and G of the “Verbal Suffix Chapter" (Akhyatavada) 

of his Tattvacintama1Ji (TC).5 

Navya-naiyayikas， including Gangesa， hold that a verbal suffix 

denotes effort， while MImarnsakas of the Bhatta Schoo16 hold that it 
denotes operation (vyapara)， whether intemal or extemal.7 Intemal 

operation， which Navya-naiyayikas regard as effort， occurs in the soul 
(atman). Extemal operation， which occurs in the body and things， is 
perceived by the sense organs. Navya・-naiyayikasgenerally call this 

operation action (kriya). It should be noted that‘operation' and 

3 This section is based upon Wada [2014a: Basic Conc巴pts]but includes an expla-
nation of new concepts: verbal root (dhatu)， qualifier (vise$Ww)， indicator (upalak$G7;u)， 

and epistemic qualifi巴r(praki1ra). 
4 On th巴setwo meanmgs， se巴Joshi[1993(1960): 22]. He reports that the Mimi1l'!lsi1田

nyi1yapraki1sa (MNP)， which was written in the sev巴nt巴巴nthcentury， uses the word in the 
s巴condsense list巴dabove. But the TC shows an巴arlieruse of the word in this sens巴.On
tiN suffixes， see PalJini's A$ti1dhyi1yi (P)3.4.78; Abhyankar and Shukla [1977: 197]. 
5 For a translation ofthose parts， see Wada [2013] 

6 The vi巴wof the Prabhakara School is briefly referred to and refuted at th巴endof 
Part C. 
7 Th巴 operationof Vedic injunctions is not discussed h巴re.How巴ver，since the 
Mimarpsakas' method of interpreting sentences in common usage is based on their 
exegesis of Vedic sentences， we hav巴 toconsider this ex巴g巴sisin order to follow their 
arguments as presented in the “Verbal Suffix Chapt巴r".On their exeg巴sis，see Edgerton 
[1929]. Th巴 verbalsuffix巴sof V巴dicinjunctions denote the word-巴fficient-forc巴 (si1bd子
bhi1vani1) which resid巴sin the injunctions themselves. On th巴‘word巴fficient【 force'，s巴巴
MNP， no. 4 and Edgerton [1929: 40]. Diaconescu [2012: 47] points out th巴 differences
among th巴 Mimarpsakas'views on what the term bhi1vani1 means. According to him， 

Kumarila and Parthasarathi use it in the sense of operation (vyi1pi1ra) or action (kriyi1)， 
Mandanamisra and U mb巴kabhanain th巴 senseof operation and effort (krti)， and 
Somesvara or KhalJcladeva in the s巴ns巴ofeffort. (Diaconescu renders krti as effort， while 
1 have rendered as r巴solution.Effort is a r<巴nderingof yatna， which is used in the sense of 
krti in the Nyaya discussion of the meaning of verbal suffixes. Based upon this， 

Diaconescu s巴巴msto rend巴rkrti as effort.) 
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T.WADA 

‘action' are not synonymous in the Navya-nyaya and MImarpsa 

discussion of Sanskrit semantics; in some cases‘operation' means 

contact (sa1?1yoga) or separation (vibhaga)， which are classified in the 

category of quality (gu1Ja) in the Nyaya-Vai記号ikaschools.s 
The Grammarians (pa1Jiniya) argue that a verbal suffix denotes 

agent， object， or action.9 Navya-naiyayikas and MImarpsakas accept 
Panini' s gramm訂 ingeneral， but when they disagree with the 

grammarians， and with one another， they attempt to prove their own 

views by analyzing common linguistic usage， in this case the usage of 
the finite verb. It should be noted that all three schools agree that the 
suffix of a finite verb denotes a particular tense and number. In the 

present paper， when 1 need to refer to the suffixes of finite verbs， 1 

will simply mention ‘verbal suffix' or‘finite verbal suffix'. When 1 

need to deal with other verbal suffixes such as the krt suffixes， 1 will 

indicate them by supplying Sanskrit terms. 

(b) Effort (yatna， prayatna) 

Effort， which is regarded as the meaning of a finite verbal suffix by 
Navyかnaiyayikas，is one of twenty-four kinds of qualities (gU1Ja)， and 

we know of its existence in the soul through inference. Nyaya holds 
that knowledge or cognition (j元ana)causes desire (iccha)， which 

produces effort， which in tum brings about action.1o To understand 

8 We have the fo11owing cas巴 inwhich ‘operation' means contact and separation. 
Wi凶t白hregard tωo t白h巴 s鈎巴n凶t巴叩nc印巴 raαt幼hogra伽mαI!lg伊acαch加GωωIμi(“The巴 chariot g伊oe白stωo the v羽叫i11e巴g伊巴rめ"勺)
Mimηlal!lSanyayαprαkas拘α(p.272， T巴xt389) says as fo11ows: tatra kひ 'sauvyapara iりy

apekijayal!l purvottaravantaradesavibhajanasal!lyojanarupa iti pascad avagamyate: 
purvelJa pradeijena vibhajyottarelJa sal!lyujya ratho gramal!l gacchatiti prayogat， 

udyamya nψatya ku!harelJa chinnattitivat. (Trans. by Edgerton [1929: 187]: So th巴n，1n
response to the qu出 tion“Whatis that operation?"， afterwards it is defined (as to manner) 
as consisting of separation from and uniting with (advancing to) earlier， later， and 
interm巴diateplaces， by the employment (or understanding) of such a s巴ntenceas“By 
separating (departing) from an earlier place and uniting with (advancing to) a later one， 

th巴wagongoes to the village." Just as in the words “By raising and lowering (it)， with th巴
ax巴hecuts." 
9 On th巴sethre巴 meanmgs，se巴 P.3.4.69:la/:t karmalJi ca bhave cakarmakebhya/:t. 
Vasu [1977(1891): 584] translat巴sthis sutra as fo11ows:“The tens巴-affix巳sca11ed la ar巴
used in denoting the object and the agent; and after intransitive verbs， they denot巴 the
action as w巴11as th巴agent".This means that when transitiv巴V巴rbsare used in the active 
voice， th巴suffix巴sdenot巴theagent; wh巴nth巴s巴V巴rbsare used in the passive， th巴suffixes
denote the object. On this issue， s巴ealso Cardona [1975: 266]. 
10 For the causal relationship among these four， Marui [1987: 145-146 and notes 24， 
26] gives two Sanskrit r巴f巴renc巴sand th巴irexplanation. On巴 isfrom Udayana's Nyaya-
kusum同ijali(NKu) 5.7: prm打
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the relation among cognition， desire， and effort， let us consider the 

case in which we quench our thirst with water. First， we must know 

that water can remove our thirst and recognize that there is some 

water within our reach. Second， we must have the desire to take and 
drink some water. If we have no desire， action does not take place. 

However， due to certain reasons we do not always take action 

immediately after we have such a desire. For instance， there may be 
dead insects in the water and so on. Hence， we can infer that there 

must be an intervening factor which is produced by the preceding 
desire and which brings about the action of drinking. That factor is 

effort. 
Note that effort is often designated as resolution (krti) in the 

Navya-nyaya discussion on the meaning of a verbal suffix. Udayana 

states in his Nyayakusuma万fjali(NKu) that resolution is nothing more 

than effort.ll Udayana's statement is quoted by Garigesa in the 

“Verbal Suffix Chapter" (Akhyatavada， Part B2) of his TC.12 

(c) Verbal root (dhatu)13 

To understand the meaning of a verbal root， it is necessary to first 
refer to the Grammarians'， or Vyakaral)a， tradition. Katyayana (3rd 

century B .C.) provides two major categories of the definitions of 

verbal root: formal and semantic definitions. He semantically defines 
a verbal root in terms of kriya or bhava. The former term， commonly 

translated as‘action'， is used to define verbal roots such as pac (to 

cook)，path (to read) ， kr (to make)， etc.， and the latter is used to define 

and th巴oth巴rfrom Nyayasiddhantadlpαp. 74，1-4: pravrttiparavaわlasravaflantaraJ11pra-
yojyasya tattadarthasambandhavyaparanukalaJ11 ceii!aJ11 pasyaJ11s ta!asthal; svaceii.tayaJ11 
krtel; krtau ca ciklriiayas cik1riiayaJ11 samanadhikaraflasamanaviiiayakajnanasyaivava-
dhrtakaraflabhtiva iti prayojyasyapi tatkarafllbhataJ11 j万anamanumaya tasyαjnanasya 
vakyajanyatapravrttau janayitαvyayaJ11 sabdavyaparatvam cavadharayati. For a 
translation of the former passage， see Cow巴11[1980: 71] and N. Dravid [1996: 433]. 

11 NKu k. 5.9: 

krtakrtavibhagena kartrrapavyavasthaya 1 

yatna eva krtil; parva parasmin saiva bhavana 11. 
For a translation ofthis karikti， see Cowe11 [1980: 74] and N. Dravid [1996: 439]. 

12 GaI1g巴sa'sλkhyatavada，Part B2 deals with the Mimarnsa view， which includes 
the Nyaya obj巴ction.This objection quotes Udyana's karika. On this， see Wada [2007a: 
421]. 
13 The explanation of Katyayana's and Pata伍jali'sviews in this subsection is based 
upon Diaconescu [2012: 200-215]. On the issue of kriya and bhtiva， s巴巴 also Joshi 

[1993(1960): 19-22]. 
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ones such as bha (to be， become)， vid (to exist)， etc. Pata可ali(2nd 

century B.C.) interprets bhava as that which is brought about or as 

that which comes into being. He defines kriya with regard to time 

issues， as time is understood only in association with action (kriya). 

Later Grammarians such as Kaunga Bhatta (17th century)， who is 

sometimes regarded as a Navya-vaiyakaral)a， hold that a verbal root 

denotes result (phala) and action (kriya).14 This double meaning of 

the root can be traced back to Patanjali's suggestion on P1.4.49，15 but 

more precisely， this meaning is asserted by Helaraja (10th century) in 

his commentary on Bhartrhari (5th century). 

In the Nyaya tradition Udayana， who greatly influenced GaIigesa， 
claims in his NKu that a verbal root denotes action (krかめ andresult 

(phala)， but he does not make clear the relation between both.16 In the 

“Verbal Root Chapter" (Dhatuvada) of his TC Ga白gesaclarifies that 

relation and gives two alternatives of the meaning of a verbal root: 

operation conducive to the result (phalanukalavyapara) and operation 

(vyapara) .17 Raghunatha claims in Part H in his Akhyatavada that the 

meaning of a verbal root is operation qualified by a particular result 

(phalavise~ãvacchinnavyãpãra).18 In this paper the term dhatu is 

14 On Kaul).cla Bhatta's and Nagesa's views， se巴 alsoJoshi [1993(1960): 17]; Rao 
[1969: 106-110]. 
15 Pl.4.49: kartul:t ipsitamal!l karmα(Trans. by Vasu [1977(1891): 186]: That which 
it is intended should be most affected by the act of the agent is call巴dthe object or karma. 
But my translation is: that which is most desir巴dby th巴 agentis call巴dthe object or 
karman.) 
16 NKu， p. 533，2: dhatunal!l kriyaphalamatrabhidhayitvat. Dravid [1996: 445] trans-
lates this as“as it is the nature of verbs to m巴anonly that which results from an activity". 
Dravid inserts the relation between r巴sultand action into his translation. There is the 
possibility that Dravid is influ巴nc巴dby the later Nyaya tradition， in drawing attention to 
this relation. 
17 On Gangesa's view， s巴eWada [forthcoming a， b]. Wada [forthcoming b] is an 
annotated translation of Gange旬、 Dhatuvada.This text is summarized and trans-
lated with explanation respectively by Bhatta [2005: 102-107] [2005: 908-915]. 
‘Operation' (vyapara) here is used in the sense of action (kriya). On this， see 
Basic Concepts: (a) akhyata subsection. 

18 Akhyatavada(S2)， p. 4，22-24: tad asat， gramal!l gacchati tyajatiのladaudvitfyadi-
tal:t phalasamanyalabhe 'pi niyatωal!lYo gavibhagadyalabhena phalavise:;avacc hinna-
vyaparasyaiva dhatvarthatvat， itaratha tyajigamiprabhrtfnal!l paryayatvapattel:t. This 
Sanskrit text corresponds to Part H7.2 in th巴presentproject. (Trans.: [Raghunatha will 
answ巴r:]That [view] is not co灯ect.Th巴r巴ason[for this] is that though， i泊nt白h巴cas巴sof 
gramaηl!lgαcchαtμi (“[ドx]go巴stωo t血h巴 V札illag巴門

g許eneralresult i臼s0油btaine吋dfrom t白h巴s巴c∞ondc伺as印巴F屯引巴白n吋凶d副i泊ng，specific contact， separation， etc.， 
are not obtained; hence that the meaning of the root is ind巴巴doperation qualifi巴dby a 
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rendered as‘verbal root' or simply ‘root' when this does not cause an 

mconvemence. 

(d) The signifying function (vrtti) 

Any meaningful linguistic unit， or morpheme， as well as any word 

possesses the signifying function and thus can mean something. 
Navya-nyaya accepts only two kinds of signifying function: the 

denotative function (sakti) and the indicative function (lak.~W:lã) .1 9 

For instance， when we hear the word 'sasin' (the moon) at night， this 

word first reminds us of the moon in the sky; furthermore it reminds 
us of a rabbit (仰向).In this case the moon is the direct meaning of the 

word， and the function pointing to this meaning is called denotative. A 
rabbit is the indirect meaning of the word， and the function pointing to 

it is called indicative. 

(e) Verbal understanding (sabdabodha， sabdaj高ana)

The concept of verbal understanding is quite often utilized in 

analyzing the meaning of language units， e.g.， a root (dhatU)， suffix 

(pratyaya)， nominal base (pratipadika)， case-ending (sUP)， and so on. 
Since we cannot determine the meaning of an isolated verbal suffix 
such as -ti， we have to deal with a complete word， such as 'pacati' 
([he] cooks). Frompacati we obtain a verbal understanding which has 
some content or structure. Gangesa and his opponents presuppose that 

all of this understanding is generated only by the word pacati; they 
attempt to find the correspondence between the constituents of the 

understanding we obtain upon hearing pacati and the linguistic 

constituents， such as the verbal suffix， which make up this word. 

There紅 ethree competing views of verbal understanding which 
identify different elements in a sentence as being predominant. 

According to the first view， the meaning of the noun in the nominative 

particular result. Otherwise， th巴 rootstyaj (to abandon)， gam (to go)， etc.， would be 
synonymous.) 

19 Cf. Nyayasiddhantamuktavalr (NSM)， p. 292，3: vrttis ca却ktilak:wt:tanyataral;!
sambandhah. See also恥1atilal[1968: 25]. Th巴 indicativefunction is defined as the 
relation with the d巴notedobject/meaning (NSM k. 82ab: lakiiwta 白骨asambandhas... /). 
To巴xplainthis definition， when word A denotes m巴aningB and further indicates th巴
meaning C， the indicativ巴functionof A attains C through B. This function also represents 
the r巴lationbetw巴enA and C. Th巴relationbetw巴enA and B is expr巴ss巴dby ‘th巴denoted

object' in the d巴finition;the relation between B and C by ‘the r巴lation'in th巴definition.
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case is predominant (prathamantarthamukhyavise$yakasabdabo-
dha); according to the second view， the meaning of the verbal suffix is 

predominant (akhyatarthamukhyavise$yakasabdabodha); according to 
the third view the meaning of the root is predominant (dhatvartha-
mukhyavise$yakasabdabodhα).20 The Nyaya school upholds the first 

view; the MImarp.sa school the second; and the Grammarian school 
the third. 

Take the sentence caitral; pacati as an example. Let us see what 

Navya-nyaya regards as the verbal understanding brought about by 
hearing this sentence. The word caitra denotes a person called Caitra; 
the case-ending -l; (sU) denotes the number of Caitras; the root pαc 

denotes the action of cooking (paka); the suffix -ti denotes effort. 
Effort generates the action of cooking. This relation between effort 

and cooking is not denoted by any meaningful unit of the sentence， 

but it is understood from the juxtaposition of the two units， pac and -ti. 
Similar1y， the relation between the effort and Caitra is understood; he 
(i.e.， his atman) possesses effort. Finally， the sen臼ncegenerates the 

understanding “Caitra is the possessor of effort conducive to cooking" 

(pakanukulaprayatnavan caital;) .21 

MImarp.sakas， on the other hand， present the following verbal 

understanding as generated by the same sentence: ‘'There is 

productive operation conducive to cooking and residing in Caitra" 
(caitrani$tha pakanukula bhavana). Grammarians give the following 
analysis:“There is operation conducive to the softening of the cooked 
substance and occurring in Caitra" (caitrasrayakal; viklitηαnukulo 

vyaparal;). Here 1 have only briefly illustrated how the three schools 
analyze verbal understanding.22 

20 Cf. Rao [1969: 4-34]. Th巴巴xpressionof v巴rbalund巴rstandingmay app巴arto 
represent its structure， but this is not accepted by some schools of Indian philosophy， i.巴.，
those schools subsumed under the term 'Indian Realism'， such as Nyaya， Vais巴~ika ， and 
MlmaI)1Sa. This point will be referr巴dto later on under (e). 
21 This type of verbal understanding is pres巴ntedas Udayana's view in NKu， p. 531，4: 
pakanukulavartamanaprayatnavan 
22 For巴xample，it has not b巴enillustrated how tense and mood are巴xpressed，what 
th巴 suffix-a ins巴rtedb巴tweenpac andィid巴notes，and so forth. For a general illustration 
of verbal und巴rstanding，see Rao [1969:4-34] and Joshi [1993: 29-36]. Cardona [1975] 
discusses wh巴th巴ror not paraphras巴 andthe analysis of verbal understanding decisively 
serve to assign partial meanings to the constituents of a s巴ntenceor word， such as a root 
and a suffix. Cardona [1975: 272] remarks that the different schools assign m巴aningsin 
different ways， based on their particular backgrounds， premises， and aims. Diaconescu 
[2012: 30，35，37] points out a differen∞betw巴enth巴 Nyayaview and the MlmaI)1sa and 
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(町 Differentiatingfactors: qualifier (vise$ana)， indicator (upa-
lak$a1Ja)， and epistemic qualifier (prakara )23 

These three terms for the function of differentiation are used to clarify 

the structure of phenomena/facts in general and， in particular， of those 
phenomena/facts referred to by verbal understanding.24 This function 

seems to depend upon the recognizer or recognizer's intention， and the 

function in itself does not seem to exist in the outer world. In this 

sense it might be less meaningful for us to classify differentiating 

factors as two types: ontological and epistemological. However， when 

we read Sanskrit texts， these categories are significant. A qualifier 
(vise$αlJa) and an indicator (upalak$alJa)， which operate in the 
ontological sphere，25 are used with reference to entities which exist in 

the world and which are independent of cognition. For example， when 

there is a pot on a particular part (locus) of the ground， the pot is often 
regarded as the qualifier of that particular part. To put it another way， 

the pot is assumed to differentiate that part from other parts of the 
ground or from anything that does not possess a pot. Let us next look 

at an example of an indicator. Suppose， person A asks person B where 
the house of Devadatta is， and person B answers person A by saying 

that his house is the one over which the crow hovers. In this case the 

crow does not exist on the house， but it functions to differentiate 
Devadatta's house from others. Such a differentiating factor is an 
indicator. Both indicator and qualifier cannot be used when they do 

not exist in or over entities to be differentiated in particular cases: 

Grammarians views. The former view takes a preceding meaning element placed in th巴
expression of verbal understanding as the qualifier (vise$m:ta)， and the following element 
as the qualificand， as stated above. The latter views， on th巴 otherhands， respectively take 
productiv巴 operationand operation (or， action) as th巴 qualificands，and all th巴 other
meaning el巴mentsas th巴ir(direct or indir巴ct)qualifiers. 
23 This subs巴ctiondeals only with a case in which a property is regarded as the 
qualifier of its property-possessor. In Navya-nyaya th巴reare also cases in which the 
property-poss巴ssoris regarded as the qualifier of its property. For a detail巴ddiscussion of 
both concepts of qualifier and indicator， see Wada [1990: 45-65]. On the concept of 
巴pistemicqualifier， 1 have revised th巴 analysisgiven in Wada [1990・53，94n.4]， which 
do巴snot refer to the case of false cognition. 

24 For r巴alists，such as the Vaise号ikas，Naiyayikas， and Mima11lsakas， words directly 
r巴f巴rto facts or the outer world， and not to meanings obtained through cognition. On this， 

se巴alsoBasic Concepts: (f) Meaning (artha). 
25 The other sphere is linguistic analysis. In this case 'qualifi巴r'means‘adjective' . 
For巴xample，in the cas巴 ofnilam utpalam (“Th巴 lotusis blu巴")th巴 wordnilam (blu巴)is 
an adjective qualifying the word utpalam (lotus). Here the concept of qualifier repres巴nts
the relation betwe巴nth巴twowords. 
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cases in which the pot is absent from that part of the ground and in 

which the crow does not hover over Devadatta's house. Thus， a 

qualifier and an indicator are employed to explain the structure of the 
constituent fact of the world， which may or may not generate a 
cogmtIon. 

An epistemic qualifier (prakara)， on the other hand， which is 

classified as an epistemological factor， is used when an entity is 
'recognized' as differentiating something else. It does not matter 

whether the epistemic qualifier in reality exists in the qualified entity 
(i.e.， qualificand) or no1. Let us take for example a case in which an 
epistemic qualifier exists in its qualificand (vise$ya). This is a case of 
true cognition (prama). When one recognizes that there is a blue pot 

on the table， the blue color of the pot functions as differentiating the 

pot from non-blue things and this color is the qualifier of the pot. The 

color is recognized as blue by the person， so for him the color of the 

pot appears as blue. Hence， blue color is the epistemic qualifier as 
well. An epistemic qualifier informs us how or in what form the 

object of cognition is recognized. 

As long as both the qualifier and epistemic qualifier exist in one 

entity， there appears to be no difference between them. Let us take for 
example the case in which a person is looking at a blue po1. There紅 e
many properties (dharma) in this pot: particular color， weight， smell， 

taste， size， and so on - which are qualities (gUlJa)， and earthiness 

(pr的ivitva)，potness (ghatatva) - which are universals (jati) ， and 
properties other than qualities and universals. These are all the 

qualifiers of the pot. If the recognizer， looking at the blue pot， 

understands that it is a blue earthy product， he takes up or focuses on 
the blue color and earthiness possessed by the pot. These two 
properties function as the epistemic qualifiers of the entity called a 

po1. 

Let us next take for example a case in which an epistemic qualifier 
in reality does not exist in it~ qualificand. This is a case of false 

cognition (aprama). When one sees a rope in the darkness and 
mistakes it for a snake， the entity recognized by the person is in reality 
a rope， and in the rope there exists no snakeness. Truly speaking， since 
snakeness is absent from the rope， it can be neither the qualifier nor 

the indicator of the rope. In this example， snakeness is the epistemic 

qualifier of the rope for the recognizer. It should be noted here that in 
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Nyaya and Vai記号ika，or Indian realism， an epistemic qualifier must 

be real， and a rabbit's horn， for example， cannot be such a qualifier戸
When Navya-naiyayikas deal with verbal understanding， they 

almost always use true cases in their semantic analysis. The sentence 
pacαti caitraf:t (“Caitra cooks") generates in its hearer that paka-

nukulayatnavan caitraf:t (“Caitra is the possessor of effort conducive 
to cooking")， in which paka (cooking) is the qualifier of anukulatva 

(conduciveness). In addition， paka (cooking) is grasped as cooking 

and not anything else， so it is also the epistemic qualifier of仰 ukula-

tva. Thus， in the analysis of verbal understanding both terms， qualifier 
and epistemic qualifier， are used; but the connotations of the terms 

differ. To be general， a quali白er/indicatorrefers to a distinguishing 

factor independently of cognition， while an epistemic qualifier refers 

to such a factor dependently on cognition.27 

(g) Meaning (artha) 

Finally， I would like to call the reader' s attention to the word 
‘meaning'， which appears throughout my translation. This word does 

not always stand for 'mental representation' in the Indian context. 

Nyaya， Vai記号ika，and Mima:rpsa hold the view that knowledge or 
cognition (iだana)has no content in itself (nirakaravada) and that 

recognizing an object means that a cognitive relation occurs between 

26 On what is real in 1ndian realism， and in particular in Navya-nyaya， see Wada 
[2012b]. 
27 It may happen that an epistemic qualifi巴r，existing in its locus in reality， is referred 
to as a qualifier. 1n oth巴rwords， when one is conc巴rnedwith a distinguishing factor not as 
m 巴pistemicqualifier even in the case of eXplaining a specific cognition， it may be called 
a qualifier. This means that one focus巴son the ontic aspect of the object of a cognition， 
and not on th巴relationbetween a distinguishing factor and its cognition. For exampl巴， the 
Tark，ωal!lgrahα(T.め providesth巴 followingcase: when the piece of the ground is 
recognized as the possessor of the absence of a pot， the absence is called the qualifier 
even in the case of explaining the cognition of the abs巴nce(TS， p. 32，1同 2:abhava-
pratyak:je vise:jalJavise:jyabhavαl:t sal!lnikar下oghatabhavavad bhatalam ity atra cak:juf:t-
sal!lyukte bhatale gha.tabhavasya vise:jalJatviitふHerethe relation betw巴巴nthe abs巴nce
and its cognition is picked up; the abs巴nceshould b巴 th巴巴pist巴micqualifier with 
r巴ferenceto the cognition and that piece of the ground should b巴tobe qualified (vise:jya) 
by the absence. How巴V巴r，since the TS巴xplainsthe ontic aspect of the absence and that 
pi巴ce，it takes th巴abs巴nceas the qualifier and not as the epistemic qualifier. It should also 
be noted that in the analysis of巴xpressionsby th巴Grammarianschool there would b巴no
ne巴dof distinguishing betw巴巴na qualifier and創 1巴pistemicqualifier sinc巴巴xpressions
naturally indicate that their meanings to be understood from巴xpressionsare dependent on 
verbal und巴rstanding.
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the cognition and the object (grahyagrahαkabhava). For example， 

when for these three schools the meaning of the root pac is said to be 

the action of cooking， this does not refer to the understanding of 
cooking or the concept of cooking but rather to the physical action of 
cooking which takes place in the outer world. Even the expression of 
verbal understanding (sabdabodha) does not represent the structure of 

understanding or cognition itself but the structure of part of the outer 
world. 

By con仕ast，the Grammarian school maintains that knowledge has 
content.28 For this school the expression of verbal understanding 
represents the structure of the understanding. This expression also 
represents the structure of a phenomenon in the outer world as long as 

the understanding co汀espondsto this phenomenon. When 1 am 

referring to this sense of ‘meaning' in the course of my translation， 1 
have provided a footnote. 

Though we often render padartha as‘the meaning of a word' ，29 
this rendering conveys different connotations in the Grammarian 

school and the Nyaya and Vai記号ikaschools. According to the former 
school， the meaning of a word may be contained in the consciousness， 

while according to the latter schools the meaning of a word is the 
referent in the outer world. It should be noted that in this paper pada 
is rendered as 'word' in some cases and as‘linguistic unit' (iι， 
morpheme) in others.30 To be gereral， while ‘word' excludes ‘prefix' ， 

‘suffix'， and ‘infixラ， 'linguistic unit' includes them. However， 1 have 

not followed this general practice of ‘word' and ‘linguistic unit'. 

28 The Vijnanavada school of Buddhism also takes this position. Garigesa and 
Raghunatha do not d巴bat巴withthe followers of this school and other Sakaravadins in the 
“Verbal Suffix Chapt巴r" (λkhyatavada) and the“Discourse on Verbal Suffixes" 
(Akhytitavada) respectively. 
29 The word is sometimes rend巴redas‘category'; th巴otherrendering ‘meaning of a 
word' can mean an individual thing. As a result， this word means a category or an 
individual 
30 According to the Grammarians，pada means that which ends in a case四 ending(suP) 
or a personal ending (tiN). (Cf. Pl.4.14: suptuiantaytl pa印刷
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A Translation with Annotation of the Akhyat，αvada 

of Raghunatha with the edited Sanskrit text31 

A. The General View of Old Nyaya 

(S2，p.1，3-6; K，pp. 867-876，1; S，pp.1-2) 

A: akhyatasya yatno vacyaJ; pacαti pakaJ?1 karotityadiyatnarthル

kakarotina sarvakhyatavivara]Jat.νyavaharad iva badhakaJ?1 

vina vivara]Jad api vyu伊atteJ;， kiJ?1 karotftyadiyatnaprasne1 

pαcatfりJadyuttarasya2 yatnarthakatvaJ?1 vinanupapattes ca. 

acetane ratho gacchatftyadau ca anukalavyapare lak$a ]Jã3• 

Variants: (1) T， karotUi yatnaprasne; (2) T pacatity uttarasya; (3) B， T， 
laksaf[eti prancal;. 

A: [The Old Naiyayikas claim the following.]32 Effort is the denoted 

[meaning] of a verbal suffix， because all verbal suffixes紅 epara-
phrased with [the expression] karoti (to do) which denotes effort in 
the case where pacati is [paraphrased with] pakaJ?1 kαroti (“[x] does 
cooking"). And [another] reason [for that is] that since in the absence 

of an impediment [the relation between a verbal suffix and its 

meaning] is also understood from paraphrase (vivara]Ja)， as in the case 

of the verbal usage [of people]， it is not the case that when [you] ask 
about the effort (or intention) [of someone with the sentence] kiJ?1 

karoti (“What does [that person] do?")， etc.， [you] answer pacati 
(“The person cooks")， etc.， unless [you assign] the meaning of effort 

31 Th巴 Sanskrittext of Raghunatha's Akhyi1tavi1da is divid巴dand provided with the 
numbered parts of the trans1ation to be given later on， with th巴 followingalterations 

sarvva→sarva， the same treatment for its declensions; maryyi1di1→maryi1di1， the same 
treatment for its decl巴nsions;karttr→ kartれ thesame treatment for its declensions; 
dhαrmmin -+ dhαrmin， th巴sametreatment for its declensions， and so on. 
32 This sentence is supplied， following Sen [1979・593]and Sadhukan [2013: xvi]. 
Part A is similar to the beginning portion of Gai1gesa'sλkhyatavada (Part A)， which 
(portion) represents Udayana's view. On GaI1gesa's text (Part A) and its annotated 
translation， see Wada [2007a: 419-420]. Raghunatha refers to the vi巴wthat indicativ巴
function of a verbal suffix is acc巴ptedto analyze th巴cas巴ofratho gacchati (“The chariot 
goes"). He regards this view as diff，巴印刷 fromthat of new scholars， i.e.， new Navya-
naiyayikas. Moreover， GaI1gesa has recourse to indicative function to analyze the case of 
ratho gacchati in his Akhyatavada (PartE1: For his view on ratho gacchati， se巴 Wada
[2012a: 542] [2014a: 67]). Hence， the propon巴ntsof Raghunatha's Part A include not 
only so-called old Naiyayikas but also GaI1gesa. 
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[to the suffix -ti]. When [the agent of action is] insentient in the case 

of [sentences such as] rαtho gacchati (“The chariot goes")， and so on， 

a verbal suffix possesses indicative function (lak$aJ:la) with reference 

to operation (vyapara) conducive [to effect]. 

B. The General View ofNew Nyaya 

(S2， p. 1，7-12; K， pp. 876，1-888，1; S， p. 3) 

B: anyadiyagamananukalanodanadimati gacchatiり/ aprayogat， 

janaticchati四yatate-dve$ti-vidyate-nidratityadau ca1 kriyanu-

kalakrtivyaparayor apratitel; gatyadimattvamatrapratites 

casrayatve nasyatityadau pratiyogitve nira4halak$aJ:za， caitral; 

pacati ta7:z4ulal;， maitral; pacyate ta7:z4ula iり7adav anvaya-

bodhat dhatvarthapratipadikarthayor bhedena sak$adanvaya-

syavyutpannataya sambandhamaryadaya tadbhanasyasam-

bhavad iti tu navyal;_2 

Variants: (1) T omits; (2) T omits iti tu navytt/:l and ends with -sambhavttt. 

B: The New Naiyayikas， on the other hand， [argue] the following. 

Because there is no usage of gacchati (“[x] goes") with reference to [a 

person， iι，] the possessor of [the intension of] urging， etc.， conducive 
to [the action of] going of other things，33 and because no one 

understands that there is resolution (krti) or operation in the case of 

[the sentences] janati (“[x] knows")， icchati (“[x] desires")， yaωte 

(“[x] makes effort")， dve$ti (“[x] hates")， vidyate (“[x] exists")， nidrati 

(“[x] sleeps")，34 and because one understands only [the state of 

possessing the action of] going， etc.， [in those cases of the above 

verbs]， [the verbal suffixes possess] conventional indicative function 

33 This cas巴refersto the situation in which a person pushes a chariot but h巴himself
does not move and the chariot begins moving. Th巴p巴rsonpossess巴S巴ffortconducive to 
the chariot's movement. Thus， p巴oplewould be able to say sa gacchati (“He goes") with 
regard to that person. However， in this case they do not say sa gacchαti (“He go目 ").On
this case， see Sadhukhan [2014: xvii]. 
34 There is no n巴巴dof resolution or effort to gen巴ratecognition (jnana) in the case of 
janati， desire (iccha) in the case of icchati， and so on. 
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(niruq，halak$a1Ja) with reference to supportness (asrayatva) 35 [in 

those cases]， counte叩ositiveness(pratiyogitva) in the case of [the 

sentences] nasyati (“[x] destroys")， and so forth. The reason [for this] 

is as follows. Since one does not understand the relation [between the 

meanings of the words] in [hearing the wrong sentences] caitrab 

pacati ta1Jq，ulab (*“Caitra husked rice cooks")， maitrab pacyate 

ta1Jq，ulab (*“Maitra husked rice is cooked")，36 or others， due to the 

difference of the meanings of the verbal root and the nominal base 

(pratipadika) in each case，37 the relation [of those meanings] cannot 

be directly understood; and hence the understanding of those 

[meanings] cannot be generated by means of agreement of relation 

(sambandhαmaryada)戸

35 The concept of support (auaya) subsumes not only the conc巴ptsof contain巴r
(adhara) and locus (adhikarar:za) but also those of non-container and non-locus to which 
th巴 oth巴rrelatum/relata ar巴 related.Gangesa uses the concept of support to present th巴
Nyaya obj巴ctionto the Mima:q1sa view of an agent (karか)and an action g巴nerator
(karakα) in his λkhyatavada. On his use of the conc巴pts，see Wada [2007a: 422]. On the 
Vais巴sikaconc巴ptof asraya， see Hirano [2015]. 
36 If thes巴 twosentenc巴swere correct， the verbal understandings generated by them 
would respectively take the following forms: that Caitra and/or husked rice are/is the 
possessor of resolution conducive to cooking and that Maitra and/or husked rice are/is th巴
locus of the result of cooking， i.e.， softening of husked rice. (Here these forms are giv巴n
in the simplest way.) Both understandings ar巴notregarded as true， becaseu in the former 
understanding husked rice cannot poss巴ssresolution and because in th巴 latterMaitra is 
not th巴 locusof the result. Th巴 cor打r巴cts巴nt旬enc巴sar，巴 Cαitr，α/:tpαCαtit，ωar:z4，φfカuZμamη1(“Ca釘it佐ra
cooks husked rice")， mη1αitrer:za pαcyαte tωαr:z4ulωα/:t(“Husk巴drice is cook巴dbyMa創lt住.ra"勺)
37 An exampl巴 inwhich the m巴aningsof a verbal root and a nominal bas巴 are
identical is stokayt1 pacati (“[x] cooks slightly"). The verbal understanding of this 
8巴ntencewould b巴 that[x is] the possessor of resolution conducive to cooking， i.e.， 
soft巴ning，which is slight (stokabhinnapakanukalakrtiman， which is reconstructed from 
Vivrti， p. 884， 6-7: stokayt1 pacatf似 daudhatvarthanamarthayor abhed，ωayt1sarger:za-
nvayabodhadarsanad uktayt1 bhedeneti ... 
38 Agreement of relation is the function of generating an understanding of a relation 
betw巴巴nmeanings/referents in a particul紅 framework.For instance， when a person who 
knows Nyaya-Vaisesika ontological categories hears that a pot has color， that person 
und巴rstandsthat the relation between the pot (i.e.， a substance [dravya]) and its color (i.e.， 
a quality [gur:za]) is inherenc巴(samavaya).On this function， see Matilal [1968: 152-153]， 
which makes referenc巴 toG. Sastri [1983(1959): 233]， and Kunnjuni Raja [1977・187，
221，294]; G. Bhattacharya [1980] 
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C. The MImarpsa Refutation to Nyaya39 

(S2， pp. 1，13-2，5; Kラ pp.888，1-903，3; S，pp. 5-7) 

C 1: krnas ca yatnabhidhayakatvam， kriyajanyatvapratisandhana-
vise$e 'pi yatnαrjanyatvajanyatvapratisandhanat pαta7ikurayol; 

krtakrtavyαvaharat， jnatradivad asrayaparatrjantakartrpadasya 
yatnasrayαbodhakatvac ca. kriyayas tadanukalavyaparαsya va 

krnarthatve tαdasrayal; karakamatram va kartrpadarthal; syat. 

C 1 :40 [The N aiyayika claims as follows. The root] kr denotes effort. 
The reasons [for this] are that though to conceive of the state of being 

produced by action does not differ [in the cases of a piece of cloth and 

a sprout]， [one] conceives of the state of being produced [by effort] or 

of being not [produced] by effort in those cases， that [people] express 

that [a piece of] cloth and a sprout are made [by effort] and not made 
[by effort respectively]，41 and that like [the word] j万atr(knower) a 
word [expressive] of an agent ending in [the suffix] trC，42 which 

means support (asraya)，43 causes [one] to comprehend the support of 

that effort. When [the root] kr denotes action or operation conducive 

to that [action]， the support of that [action] or any action generator 
(karaka) would be the meaning of [the word] kartr (agent of action). 

C2.1:αtha ratho gacchati gamanam karoti bijadinaえkuradil;krta iti 

vinapi yatnam kr方al;prayogan na tasya yatnavacakatvam， kartr-
pade ca krno ya的enira4halak$a1Ja1 yadi kriyadyasrayamatre 
na tatprayogal;， eva万 caceωne'pi pacatltyadiprayogat kriya-

39 S巴n[1993: 536-537] int巴rpretsthat in Part C Raghunatha presents the view of 
traditional Nyaya and th巴 obj巴ctionto it， but do巴snot identify the objector. A similar 
objection is found in Gangesa's Akhyatavada， PartB2 (Wada [2007a: 420-421])， which 
is raised by the MimaI]1saka. Hence， 1 conjecture that the obj巴ctorin part C is a 
Mimamsaka. 

40 A similar discussion is found in Gang巴sa'sλkhyatavada，Part B2， which is the 
Nyaya objection to the MImaI]1sa refutation. On this part， s巴eWada [2007a: 420-421]. 
41 Th巴 firstreason gives a genera1 description of the usage of the root kr， and the 
second， examples of its usage. When one has proper usage such as striya pataf:t krtaf:t 
(“[A piece of] cloth is produc巴dby th巴 woman")and brjenankuraf:t krtaf:t (“A sprout is 
produced by a se巴d")，we ar巴awarethat the former cas巴involv巴seffort，whil巴thelatter is 
not. Thus， w巴canconfirm the genera1 description. 

42 Cf. P3.1.l33: 1Jvultrcau. (Trans. by Vasu [1977(1891): 399]: The affix巴s1Jvul (aka) 
and trc (tr) are placed after all verbal roots， expr巴ssingthe ag巴nt.)

43 On th巴conc巴ptof support， se巴fn.34.
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nukalavyaparapratiter badhakalJ1 vina gau1Jatvayogat janαka-

vyapara evakhyatarthal;， ta1Jq，ulαkraya1Jades ca na pakadi同

janakatvam iti natiprasaえgal;.

Variants: (1) T， niru4hilαk$a7;a; (2) B， -matre7;ta 

C2.l:44 [The MImarpsaka will answer as fol1ows:] In the case of [the 

sentences] ratho gacchati ("The chariot goes")， gamanalJ1 karoti 

(“[The chariot] makes going")ρand b【jadinaizkuradil;krtal; (“A 

sprout， etc.， are produced by a seed， etc.")， even without effort [in 
those cases the root] kr is used. Hence， that [root] does not denote 
effort， and [the root] kr in the word kartr (agent of action) possesses 
conventional indicative function with reference to effort， if that [root] 

is not used with reference to al1 supports of action. And similarly， the 

meaning of a verbal suffix is nothing more than operation producing 
[action] because of the availability of [the expression] pacati (“[x] 

cooks") even with regard to an insentient [agent]46 and because of 
there being no possibility of [inte中間tingsuch a usage as] figurative 

from [the fact of there being] no impediment to the understanding of 

operation47 conducive to action [in the case of insentient agents]. 
孔10reover，buying husked rice and other [actions] do not produce the 

action of cooking and so forth. Therefore， [our view that a verbal 
suffix denotes operation producing action] does not suffer from [the 
defect of] over帽 application(atiprasaizga) [of the verb pacati] .48 

44 A similar discussion is found in Gangesa's Akhyatavada， Parts Bl and B3， which 
represent the MImarpsa view. On this view， see Wada [2007a: 420-421] 
45 1 hav巴interpr巴tedth巴secondSanskrit s巴ntencegamanalJ1 karoti as a paraphrase of 
the first ratho gacchati. The reasons for this ar巴 asfollows: only th巴 secondlacks the 
subject (or nominative)， so the subject should b巴 thesame with that of th巴 first;If the 
second d巴alswith a very common cas巴， the suffix -ti of karoti may denote effort lik巴m
th巴cas巴ofdevadatto gamanalJ1 karoti (“D巴vadattamak，巴sgoing")， which means that th巴
second cannot repres巴ntthe case in which the suffix n巴verdenotes effort， like the first 
ratho gacchati. 1 consid巴rthat the objector， the Mimamasaka， has giv四 thosethre巴
S巴ntencesto indicate that the suffix does not denote effort， so the second must serve for 
this purpose. 
46 Mathuranatha considers fir，巴， fuel，巴tc.，as insentient agents. Cf. Vivrti， p. 895， 

10-11:αcetane 'piti agnika$thadaU apiηarthab 
47 Her巴op巴rationincludes contact or separation. On the differ巴ncebetw巴巴noperation 
and action， s巴巴 BasicConcepts: (a) akhyata subsection. 
48 Since buying husked rice does not immediately produc巴 theaction of cooking， no 
one says pacati (“[x] cooks") with referenc巴 toa p巴rsonwho is buying husked rice. 

Moreover， th巴 personmay not cook by hims巴lf/herself.Gangesa also argues in his 
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C2.2.1: katha111 tarhi pacat的 adaupakajanakayatnanubhava iti cet， 

C2.2.1: [The Naiyayika will object to the MImarnsaka:] How， then， 

does the understanding of effort producing [the action of] cooking 

take place in the case of [the sentence] pacati (“[x] cooks")? 

C2.2.2: yatnavinabhat，αrpakadina kriyavise$akara1J，asya yatnasyanu-

manat.1 pacati pakaνi$ayakayatnavan iti tatparyavivara1J，am. 

anyatha dhαrmi1J，o 'pi vacyatapatteJ;. 

Variant: (1) S2， yatnasyanumanata. 

C2ユ2:[The MImarnsaka49 will answer: Our view also acknowl-

edges that such an understanding takes place] because from [the 

action of] cooking， etc.， connected with effort invariably [we] infer 

[the existence of] effort which is the cause of a particular action. It is 

[merely] a paraphrase of the speaker's intention that pacati (“[x] 

cooks") means pakavi$ayakayαtnavat (“[x is] the possessor of effort 

which has [the action of] cooking for the object"). Otherwise， a 

property-possessor (dharmin) would be denoted， [which is absurd].50 

C2.3.1:αthaiva111 yatnasya vartamanatva111 na pratryeta， tasya-

padarthatvat， anyatra dhatvarthakriyaya111 svarthavyapare va 

lacJader vart，αmanatvadyαnubhavakatvavyutjフannαtvaccα. na ca 

pakajanakavartamanayatnanumana111， yatnavigame 'pi vyapara-

nuvrtteJ;l. dharmivise$ani$thαta ca yatnasya na syat? tadvyadhi-

kara1J，avyaparasyapi pakajanakatvat. caitanyavinabhutacaitra-

tvadivise$itenαtena3 yatnanumanam iti cet， 

Variants: (1) B， vyapara nuvrtteJ:t; (2) B， T，pratηeω; (3) T omits. 

λkhyatavada Chapter， Part F.3， that buying husk巴drice cannot be operation conduciv巴to
the action of cooking. On his discussion， s巴巴 Wada[2013: 9]. 
49 According to Ga白ge旬、 λkhyatavada，Part C5， the followers of Prabhakara hold 
that effort is inf，巴町巴dfrom the m巴aningof th巴root.On Gangesa's text， se巴Wada[2012a: 
538]. It is doubtful that th巴objectorin text C2.1 is identical to the one in Part C2.2.2. On 
how th巴 BhattaMimaI!lsakas obtain effort from the meaning of the v巴rbalsuffix， s巴巴
Basic Concepts: (a) akhyata subsection. 
50 According to the MimaI!lsakas， th巴verbalsuffix -ti denotes op巴ration，and not its 
possessor; it is the speaker' s intention that allows the hearer to interpret th巴 suffixas 
d巴notingthe possessor of effort. 
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C2.3.1: [The Naiyayika will object:] If so， it would not be under-

stood that effort belongs to present tirne. [This is] because that [effort] 

is not the rneaning of the linguistic unit [ーti]and because it is 

understood in other [cases] that出ela! [suffix]，51 etc.， cause [one] to 
cornprehend present tirne， etc.， of action， which is the rneaning of a 

root， or of operation which is the rneaning of [the suffix] itself. 

Neither [can we] infer [frorn present oper剖ionproducing the action of 

cooking]出at[the verbal suffix denotes] present effort producing [血e

action of] cooking. The reason [for this] is that even when effort 

ceases， operation continues. Effort could not occur in a particular 

property-possessor， for operation， not sharing a locus with that [effort]， 

[could] also produce [the action of] cooking.52 Since th瓜 [operation]

is P紅 ticularizedby Caitra-ness， etc.， connected with sentientness 
(caitanya) invariably， [we can] infer [the existence of] effort frorn that 

[present operation producing the action of cooking] . 

C2.3.2: (1) saりlam，caitratvadyapratitav api sobhanal; pacatityadau 

sobhanadel; pa初 2_yatnavattvapratitel; (3) t，αtrakhyatasya janaka-

yatne lak$aJ;ikatvat. 

Variants: (1) B inserts na; (2) B and T insertゾ:anaka-;(3) B佃 dT凶sertiti 
cet sαηαrrt. 

51 This is one of t巴nL-suffixes， which紅巴 personalendings applied to roots in six 
tenses姐 dfour modes: lat (present indicative)， 1か(p巴rfect)，lut (periphrastic fu旬re)，lrt 
(simple futur巴)， let (subjunctiv巴mode)，lot (imp巴rative)，la玲 (imperfect)，li.え(optative
mode)，luえ(aorist)，and lrft (conditional). These suffixes， applied to roots， are replaced by 
verbal suffixes. On出is，se巴 Abhy創lk:紅 [1985:137-138]. On the rule that L-suffixes 
denote the agent or object， s田 P3.4.69:laf:t karma1Ji ca bhave cakarmakebhyaf:t“The 
tense-affixes called ‘la'紅'eused in denoting the object and the agent; after in仕ansitive
verbs，出eydenote the action as well as th巴agent"(Translation by Vasu [1977: 584]). An 
L-suffix does not denote a particular number to be related with the agent or object， while 
a verbal suffix substituted for th巴suffixdenotes such a numb巴:r.It follows 合om出isthat 
由eag巴ntor object should be denoted by白esame verbal suffix白atd巴notesits number. It 
is a rul巴thatthe basic meaning of佃 L-suffixis passed on its substitute， i.巴.， the verbal 
suffix. As a result， it is inferred白atthe meaning of a verbal suffix， i.e.， the agent or 
object， com巴sfrom that of the L-suffix. The question is whether or not we c姐 ascribe
such meanings to a verbal suffix as ascribed by the Nyaya， MImaQlSa， and Grammarian 
schools to L-suffixes. (This not巴isbased on Wada [2013: 10 fn. 39].) 

52 This sentence purports that if the inference of effort's belonging to present time is 
valid，出巴 inf，巴rencemust take place in all cases. However， in some cases such as sthali 
pacati (“The pan cooks") the inference would not be possible. In白iscase operation 
conducive to出巴 actionof cooking occurs in the pan， while effort conducive to the action 
of cooking occurs in the person who is cooking. Operation and effort do not share a locus， 
and thus it is impossible to infer the time of effort from th巴presenttime of op巴ration.
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C2.3.2: [The MimaIpsaka wil1 answer: That is] true. The reason [for 

this] is that because in spite of the case of sobhanal; pacati (“An 

excellent thing cooks") and so on， which does not [cause one to] 

comprehend Caitra-ness， etc.， [the hearer] understands that an 
excellent thing，53 etc.， possess54 effort [conducive to the action] of 

cooking， the verbal suffix in that [case] possesses indicative function 
(lak$aflIka) with reference to effort conducive [to action]. 

D. The Old and New Nyaya Refutation to the MimaIpsa View 
(S2， p. 2か13;K， pp. 903，3-909，1; S， p. 8) 

D 1: maivaf!l， jαnakavyaparαm apek$ya laghavena1 janakayatna-

syaiva初旬αtvat.

Variant: (1) T omits 

Dl: [The Old Naiyayika55 will answer as follows: The above view is] 
not co町ect，for [the verbal suffix] denotes only effort producing 

[action] due to being simple (laghaνα) in comparison to operation 
producing [action].5 

53 The expr巴ssion‘巴xce11巴ntthings' is meant to ref，巴rto the巴ffectivefactors， such as 
th巴pan，fue1，巴tc.，as w巴11as the agent， which cause the action of cooking. For examp1e， 

when th巴 speakerfe巴lsthat it is du巴 tothe fine pan that the person cooks rice w巴11，the 
speak巴rregards the pan， inst巴adof th巴 person，as the ag巴ntof cooking and巳xpr巴ss巴s
sthalr pacati (“The pan cooks"). In this cas巴th巴panis intend巴dby the speaker to b巴th巴
巴xce11entthing. 

54 Some exce11ent things are animat巴 liketh巴 ag巴ntof cooking， i.e.， the property-
possessor of巴ffort，whi1e oth巴rsare not， 1ike a cooking pot， the p1ace of cooking，巴tc.Th巴
inanimate things are considered to be connected with effort through the other factors of 
cooking such as a cooking pot， the p1ace of cooking， the agent. 

55 1 have interpreted Part Dl as an answer of the Old Naiyayika since that of the New 
Naiyayka is independently given in Part D2.3. 
56 The view that the verba1 suffix denotes巴ffortproducing action is simp1巴rthan the 
Vl巴wthat th巴 suffixdenotes operation producing action. Producing action is common to 
both vi巴ws，so when comparing them it does not matter if we remov巴 thiscommon 
constituent. In th巴 formervi巴w the de1imitor of denotedness (卯旬。tavacchedaka)is 
effortness， which is a universa1 (jati); in the 1att巴rVl巴wthe d巴limitoris op巴rationness
(vyaparatva)， which is not a univ巴rsa1but an impos巴dproperty (upadhii). The view 
which takes a universa1 for th巴de1imitoris simp1er that th巴viewwhich tak巴san imposed 
property for the de1imitor. Cf. Vivrti， p. 903，10-13: maivam iti， janakavyapara/:! janaka-
vyaparαtvarrz， janakayatnasya janakapravrttitvasya，却材atvatsaわlatavacchedakatvat，
janakatvapraves，ω'yavisi$.!atve 'pi pravrttitvasya jatitaya tad apek$ya dharmatvarupasya 
vyaparatvasya upadhitvad gurutvam iti bhava/:!. On the concepts of de1imitor and 
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D2.1: yatna1111 vihaya janakamatre 狗ktir astu laghavat， tatha 

cacetane 'pi prayogo mukhya eveti cen， 

Vari姐 t:(1) T，jana此W'fl

D2.1: If [some57 object:] Discarding effort， the denotative function 
[of a verbal suffix] should function with reference only to producing 

on account of simplicity; therefore， even with reference to inanimate 

[agents]， the usage [of pacati (“[x] cooks")， etc.，] is primary， [then the 
Old Naiyayika will answer血efollowing]. 

D2.2: na， apacaりIapi pak，αrjanakadr$tavati pacatiti prayogapattel;. 

pakajana初dr$tajanakakrtesca na pakajanakatva111 manabhavat. 

aω eva k$iりladel;krtyadijanyatve sadhye t，伺janakadr$tajanaka-

krtyadina arthantaraprasangoヤipratyuktal;. bhave va (ltadrsa-

krtinirakarwJ，aya adr$tadvarakαrjanakatayas1) tvayapi vacyαtvat. 

Variants: (1) T， tadr，拘krtinira知 ra1;ayaadrSfadvarakatvena janakatayal:t; B， 
tadrsakrtinivarw;ayadrSfadvarakatvenajana katayas 

D2.2: [This view is] not correct. [This is] because there would be [the 

inappropriate] usage of pacati (“[x] cooks") with regard to [a person] 

who is not cooking but who possesses an unseen force (αdr$ta)58 

producing cooking. Moreover， resolution producing an unseen force 
which produces cooking does not produce cooking， for there is no 

imposed property， see Wada [1990: 81-98] [2007b: 28-29] and Wada [2006a: 76-78] 
respectively. On the comp紅白onof the delimitors of d巴notedness，see Wada [2006a: 
77-78]. 

57 This objection may be raised by TaraJ]i Misra， iι， the Navya-nyaya author of白巴

Ratnakosa. A similar objection is represented by GaIigesa's Akhyatavada， P紅 tD， in 
which the t怠rmused by TaraQ.i to explain白emeaning of the verbal suffix is utpadana 
(generating). On Part D， see Wada [2012a: 539・540].On TaraQ.i Misra， s巴eD. 
Bhattacharya [1958: 76-79]. Bhattach紅 yastat自由atMa.I;lik叫 tha(1275-1325， Potter 
[1977: 12])佃 dGaIigesa cite the Ratnakosa， and he sugg巴ststhat T紅叫icame after 
Mm;lika.I;ltha and is more or less contemporary with GaIigesa. According to Potter [1977: 
12]， the t巴xtof the Ratnakosa is available only in manuscript. G. Bhattacharya [1978: 
12-18] allots one chapter to Tara.I;li Misra in his book and mainly gives Tara平i'sview on 
condition (upadhi) and counter-balanced probans (satpratipak(ia). The chapter is entitled 
“Ratnakosakara -A Forgott巴nNaiyayika". 

58 Here the term‘unseen force' stands for merit (dharma) and demerit (α~dharma) ， 
which紅巴 twoof twenty田fourkinds of qualities (gu{la). Both qualities reside only in th巴
soul (atman). Any person possesses unseen forces imprinted by hislher past behavior， and 
some forc巴S紅'ecapable of causing th巴actionof cooking. 
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proof [of that].59 That is why in the case of it being proved that the 

earth， etc.， are produced by resolution， etc.， it is answered that another 

pu叩ose60is concerned with resolution， etc.， producing an unseen 

force which produce that [earth]. [Our view is correct.] The reason 

[for this] is that if there is [the proof that resolution produces an 

unseen force]， 61 in order to exclude such resolution [of God as 

producing an unseen force which produces the earth， etc.]， you should 

also mention that [producing as the meaning of the verbal suffix is] 

producing which does not [function] through an unseen force. 

D2ふ yatnamatrWJ11 saわJar(lvi$ayitvar(l janakatvar(l va sambandhル

maryadaya2 bhasata iti tuηαvyal;. 

Variants: (1) T， yatnavan叩;(2) T， saytlsargamaryadaya 

D2.3: The New Naiyakikas， on the other hand， [claim] that only effort 

is denoted [by the verbal suffix ]62 and that the state of possessing the 

object (νi$ayitva) or the state of producing [action] (janakatva)63 

59 We cannot exp巴ri巴nc巴 orrecognize merit or demerit， or resolution， so w巴 cannot
say wheth巴rresolution can produce such entities or not. Resolution is logically required 
to be the casue of certain action， and not of those entities. On this， see Basic Concepts: 
(b) Effort (yatna， prayatna) 
60 The proof of the existence of God. 

61 Cf. Vivrti， p. 905，6-8:αbhyupetyaha， bhave veti， tadrseti pakajanakadrstajanakety 
arthalJ， tvayapi janakαsamanye saktivadina tvayapi， . 
62 According to this vi巴w，th巴 verbalsuffix denotes effort in th巴 actIVeor passlv巴
voice. This is quite similar to Kumarila' s view. On his vi巴w，see Y oshimizu [2006] 
[2007] [2012]. 

63 The problem is how to r巴lateeffort， i.ι， th巴 singlemeaning of the verbal suffix， 

with the meaning of th巴 constitu巴ntsof sent，巴nc巴sin th巴 activeor passiv巴 voice.In th巴
case of the activ巴voic巴， the verbal understanding of， for exampl巴，caitralJ pacati (“Caitra 
cooks") is that Caitra is the possessor of resolution producing the action of cooking 
(pakanukulakrtiman caitral:t). In this understanding resolution， iι， the m巴aningof the 
V巴rbalsuffix -ti， has the action of cooking for its object (vi$aya)， so the relation of the 
action to the resolution is the state of possessing the object (vi$ayitva). In the cas巴ofth巴
passive voice， on the other hand， th巴 verbalunderstanding of， for example， tarujulalJ 
pacyate (“Husk巴drice is cook巴d")is that husk，巴drice is th巴poss巴ssorof the state of b巴ing
an object (karman)， which (state) is nothing more than the stat巴 ofposs巴ssingresult 
produced by th巴 actionof cooking produced by r巴solution(krtijanyapakajanyaphala-
salitvarupapakakarmatvavat). In this understanding r巴solution，i.e.， the m巴aningof th巴
verbal suffix -te， produces th巴 actionof cooking， so the relation of the action to the 
resolution is the state of producing [action] (janakatva). It may be questioned why in the 
former case of th巴activevoice the relation of th巴actionto th巴r巴solutionis not objectness 
(vi$ayatva) and why in the latter cas巴ofthe passiv巴voiceth巴relationof th巴actionto th巴
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appe紅 S64 through agreement of relation [to the hearer of the 

sentence]. 

(to be continued) 
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